Good Viewing Hits TV on Sundays

This TV season has been filled with some interesting new programs this fall. But there has been little improvement in the quality of entertaining between Sundays and the rest of the week. Sunday evening is the day to tune in for top-quality entertainment. While there is plenty of variety to pick from, there is a noticeable lack of new material being produced. This has led to a decrease in the overall quality of programming seen on Sunday evenings.

Random Notes About Town

The current television season boasts several programs with high anticipated ratings and strong critical reception. Among these, "The Addams Family" has been particularly impressive, with its dark humor and unique character development. "Moonlighting" has also become a fan favorite, known for its quirky characters and unexpected plot twists.
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SPACE COMMAND tuning is a Space "fact" because your "Space Command" does not require a transmitter. "Space Command" is an electronic toy that can do many things in the entertainment field that other electronic toys cannot.

SPACE COMMAND is the world's first electronic toy to give you sound effects, music, and songs. It is an electronic toy that can do many things in the entertainment field that other electronic toys cannot.
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